1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Understanding and exploiting the chemical driving forces responsible for tight and specific molecular interactions remains a fundamental challenge in science and engineering. In practical molecular design applications such as structure-based drug design, a lead compound often serves as a starting point for optimization, in which the compound (or *ligand*) is rationally modified in the context of the target protein (or *receptor*), to improve its pharmacological parameters, including potency and selectivity. Geometrical and physicochemical complementarity is often required for tight binding, and the quality of this complementarity is generally reflected in the van der Waals and electrostatic contributions to binding. However, whereas the van der Waals binding contribution is generally strongly favorable, the net electrostatic contribution is often neutral or even somewhat unfavorable.^[@ref1],[@ref2]^ This is due to the fact that interfacial protein--ligand electrostatic interactions are acquired through the loss of their individual interactions with solvent in the unbound state, which results in a desolvation penalty. The task of ligand optimization often involves incremental improvement of the shape or electrostatic complementarity, although other sources can also be exploited. This report concerns special considerations for improving electrostatic complementarity.

Charge optimization theory has been developed in the context of linear response theories for the study of electrostatic contributions to binding affinity. The fundamental observation is that the ligand contribution to the binding affinity can be expressed in a simple mathematical form comprising a desolvation penalty that goes as the square of the ligand charge distribution and a generally favorable screened intermolecular interaction term that is linear in the ligand charge distribution. The tradeoff of these terms and their different dependencies on the ligand charge distribution result in an optimum charge distribution corresponding to the most favorable electrostatic contribution to binding. Initially, the geometry of both the free ligand and the bound complex were treated as spherical, and the ligand charge distribution was expressed as a set of multipoles in order to solve the problem.^[@ref3],[@ref4]^ Nonspherical geometries and alternative basis sets for ligand charge distributions were then addressed,^[@ref5],[@ref6]^ and the method was extended to exact molecular shapes.^[@ref7]−[@ref12]^ A framework for optimizing electrostatic specificity has also been developed.^[@ref13],[@ref14]^ Calculation of the electrostatic potentials is generally done by solving the linearized Poisson--Boltzmann (LPB) equation, but other forms of linear response theory are applicable. A series of algorithmic advances has been made to accelerate the calculation^[@ref15]−[@ref18]^ and produce more-accurate LPB solutions.^[@ref19]−[@ref21]^

Charge optimization theory has been broadly applied to probe or design ligands in various molecular systems. Lee and Tidor^[@ref7]^ showed that in the extremely tight-binding barnase--barstar complex, barstar is electrostatically optimized for tight binding to barnase.^[@ref7],[@ref8]^ Kangas and Tidor applied charge optimization theory to study the binding between the *Bacillus subtilis* chorismate mutase and an endo-oxabicyclic transition-state analogue.^[@ref9]^ They found that, although the inhibitor showed very good electrostatic complementarity to the enzyme active site, a carboxylate group lost more in desolvation penalty than it gained in interactions with the enzyme; the calculations suggested that substitution with a nitro group would improve the binding affinity. Mandal and Hilvert synthesized the new compound and found, experimentally, a 1.7-kcal/mol improvement in binding affinity in a context corresponding to the calculational study, thus identifying the most potent known inhibitor of this enzyme.^[@ref22]^ Other applications include *E. coli* glutaminyl-tRNA synthetase binding to its cognate substrates,^[@ref23]^ protein inhibitors of HIV-1 cell entry,^[@ref24]^ the interface between protein kinases and their ligands,^[@ref25]^ small-molecule influenza neuraminidase inhibitors,^[@ref26]^ and the celecoxib ligand binding independently to COX2 and CAII.^[@ref12]^ Recently, charge optimization and protein design together identified tighter binding peptides to HIV-1 protease that were studied experimentally.^[@ref27]^ Binding specificity optimization probed ligand binding in the model system of HIV protease, other proteases, and their inhibitors.^[@ref14]^

The charge optimization approaches described above are based on considering the ligand to remain rigid as it binds to a receptor. A comprehensive theory that includes ligand conformational change on binding has been lacking in the field. Indeed, as one of the authors has shown, a direct replacement of the unbound ligand structure in charge optimization produced charges that strongly stabilized the bound (preconformed) over the unbound conformation, which is physically implausible.^[@ref28]^ In this study, we explore the electrostatic complementarity of an induced-fit ligand to its receptor, and we generalize charge optimization theory to such cases. For our purposes, an induced-fit ligand has one conformation in the unbound state that may or may not be the same as the preconformed structure in the bound state. The origin of the previous unphysical results when the rigid theory was applied to flexible ligands is analyzed, and new methodology is developed and applied to the binding affinity optimization problem for a designed HIV-1 protease inhibitor, MIT-2-KB-98.^[@ref29]^ It generates an optimum partial atomic charge distribution that can be different from that with the rigid-ligand assumption. The key tenet of the new theory is the constraint that the preconformed ligand cannot be lower in free energy than the unbound conformation (otherwise, *it* would be the unbound state).

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In [Section 2 (Theory)](#sec2){ref-type="other"}, we briefly introduce rigid-ligand charge optimization theory and then describe our treatment of the induced-fit charge optimization problem, in which the ligand adopts an unbound conformation potentially different from the bound. In our formulation, the unbound ligand is either predefined or selected from a set of candidate conformers. The latter framing is useful for future extensions of the theory in which the unbound state is treated as an ensemble representing a population distribution. Whereas nonelectrostatic binding contributions cancel for rigid charge optimization, they can persist in the induced-fit theory developed here. [Section 3 (Methods)](#sec3){ref-type="other"} introduces the test system of HIV-1 protease and its designed inhibitor, as well as methods for calculating continuum electrostatic potentials and nonelectrostatic energies, and approaches to solving the optimization problem. In [Section 4 (Results)](#sec4){ref-type="other"}, we analyze the decomposed thermodynamic consequences of the derived results and compare them to those with the rigid-ligand charge optimization approach. Discussion and conclusions are presented in [Section 5 (Discussion and Conclusion)](#sec5){ref-type="other"}.

2. Theory {#sec2}
=========

Molecular binding in an aqueous solvent can be usefully viewed not as an association reaction, in which only new intermolecular interactions are introduced between receptor and ligand, but rather as an exchange reaction in which some receptor--solvent and ligand--solvent interactions present in the unbound state are lost to accommodate the gain of receptor--ligand interactions in the bound complex. The net effect of the exchange nature of binding is potentially interesting and nonintuitive for electrostatics, and leads to charge optimization theory. Here, we first review the theory for the binding of a rigid ligand to form a complex and then extend the theory to treat induced-fit binding, in each case solving for the ligand charge distribution that leads to the most favorable binding free energy.

Rigid-Ligand Charge Optimization {#sec2.1}
--------------------------------

Consider the binding of receptor (R) and ligand (L) to form complex (C) in an aqueous environment. The charge distribution ρ is modeled as a set of point charges *q*~*i*~ at atomic centers **r**~*i*~. The macromolecules are treated as low dielectric volumes defined by their molecular shapes that are surrounded by high dielectric solvent with ions at physiological concentration. The electrostatic binding free energy of the complex can be written aswhere *G*~*x*~^es^ is the electrostatic free energy of molecule *x*, which has a particularly convenient form in any linear response theory. Here, we illustrate using solutions to the linearized Poisson--Boltzmann (LPB) equation, without loss of generality:Equation [2](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"} inter-relates positional maps of electrostatic potential ϕ, charge density distribution ρ, and dielectric constant (or permittivity) ε, where κ(**r**) = \[8πe^2^*I*(**r**)/(ε*kT*)\]^1/2^ is the inverse Debye length with *I* the ionic strength, *e* the electron charge magnitude, *k* the Boltzmann constant, and *T* the absolute temperature.^[@ref30],[@ref31]^ The equation is generally solved for the electrostatic potential. In linear response theory, the electrostatic free energy of a molecule *x* is given bywhere the summation runs over the partial atomic charges *q*~*j*~ located at positions **r**~*j*~. In the LPB model, individual point charges act independently and obey superposition, so their contributions can be calculated separately and summed,where ϕ~*i*~(**r**~*j*~) (the electrostatic potential at position **r**~*j*~ due to a unit point charge at **r**~*i*~) can be calculated by solving the LPB equation (eq [2](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"}). We note that procedures are generally implemented to avoid the Coulombic singularity for *i=j*, but we will leave the singularity in the equations here. By plugging this equation into eq [3](#eq3){ref-type="disp-formula"}, one can writeAfter introducing a matrix Φ~*x*~ for molecule *x* (Φ~*x*~(*i*, *j*) = (1/2)ϕ~*i*~(**r**~*j*~)) and splitting it into solvent reaction field and Coulombic terms, as well as expressing the partial atomic charges of *x* as a vector **q**~*x*~ = (*q*~1~,*q*~2~,*q*~3~,···)^T^, one can rewrite eq [5](#eq5){ref-type="disp-formula"} asCombining eqs [1](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [6](#eq6){ref-type="disp-formula"}, the electrostatic binding free energy of a complex can be expressed asDenote the matrices Φ~C~^solv^ and Φ~C~^coul^ as Φ~C~^*y*^ and consider their structure. Each element Φ~*C*~^*y*^(*i*, *j*) = (1/2)ϕ~*i*~(**r**~*j*~) is half the potential (solvent reaction field or Coulombic, depending on *y*) at point **r**~*j*~ due to a unit charge at **r**~*i*~. The locations **r**~*i*~ and **r**~*j*~ can both be in the ligand, both be in the receptor, or one in each. It is useful to indicate these three cases by representing Φ~C~^*y*^ in block form asIn this format, **R**~c~^*y*^ is a square matrix of dimension *n*~R~ (the number of receptor partial atomic charges) giving half the potential at partial atomic charge locations in the receptor due to the presence of other individual receptor unit charges, and **L**~c~^*y*^ is the same for the ligand. **C**~c~^*y*^ indicates a half-potential at a ligand atom due to a unit charge on a receptor atom and is not generally square. Because of reciprocity, Φ~c~^*y*^, **R**~c~^*y*^, and **L**~c~^*y*^ are all symmetric, and **C**~c~^*y*^ and (**C**~c~^*y*^)^T^ are indeed transposes of each other. For all cases, the subscript c indicates that the potentials are taken in the protein complex. While this does not affect the Coulombic potentials (taken in uniform low dielectric environment), it is important, because it defines the molecular boundary for the reaction field potentials. The first two terms of eq [7](#eq7){ref-type="disp-formula"}---representing the electrostatic free energy of the complex---then can be rewritten asThe factors of 2 in the L--R interaction terms are due to the reciprocity relation **q**~L~^T^(**C**~c~^*y*^)^T^**q**~R~ = **q**~R~^T^**C**~c~^*y*^**q**~L~. Similarly, for the unbound receptor or ligand, the matrices Φ~R~^*y*^ and Φ~L~^*y*^ can be represented as **R**~*x*~^*y*^ and **L**~*x*~^*y*^, respectively, which give the potential at a receptor or ligand atom generated by atomic charges in state *x* (*x* = u for the unbound state and *x* = c for the bound complex). Therefore, the electrostatic contribution to the binding free energy in eq [1](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"} can be rewritten as

When both the receptor and the ligand are regarded as rigid molecules with no conformational change upon binding (u = c for both molecules), the intramolecular Coulombic terms cancel (**L**~c~^coul^ = **L**~u~^coul^ and **R**~c~^coul^ = **R**~u~^coul^). Moreover, the difference in solvation matrices can be re-expressed as **L**~c~^solv^ -- **L**~u~^solv^ = Δ**L** and **R**~c~^solv^ -- **R**~u~^solv^ = Δ**R**. The matrices Δ**L** and Δ**R** are expected to be positive semidefinite, because desolvation should represent a penalty and symmetric due to reciprocity.^[@ref3],[@ref5],[@ref6]^ In this rigid "docking" mode with no conformational change, eq [10](#eq10){ref-type="disp-formula"} can be simplified towhere Φ~R~^T^ = 2**q**~R~^T^**C**~c~ = 2**q**~R~^T^(**C**~c~^solv^ + **C**~c~^coul^) is the screened electrostatic potential (including both the solvent reaction field and Coulombic terms) at the ligand atoms generated by receptor atomic charges **q**~R~. Also, we have renamed Δ*G*~bind~^es^ to Δ*G*~dock~^es^ to describe the rigid case for convenience later. Of the three terms in eq [11](#eq11){ref-type="disp-formula"}, ligand desolvation is quadratic in the ligand charge distribution **q**~L~,the intermolecular screened electrostatic interaction is linear in **q**~L~,and receptor desolvation is a constant, independent of **q**~L~:Thus, the electrostatic binding free energy for rigid molecules (Δ*G*~dock~^es^) is a paraboloid in the space of **q**~L~.^[@ref3]^ Moreover, there is a unique global optimum **q**~L~^opt^ = −Δ**L**^--1^**C**~c~^T^**q**~R~ that balances the unfavorable ligand desolvation penalty and the favorable intermolecular interactions, and gives the minimum electrostatic binding free energy. Kangas and Tidor showed that this minimum value is upper-bounded by zero, and thus the optimized ligand charge distribution leads to favorable electrostatic binding free energy under certain conditions.^[@ref6]^ Natural proteins seem to use this type of optimization to achieve tight binding: the tight-binding inhibitor barstar was found to be electrostatically optimized to its partner barnase, as described by this charge optimization theory.^[@ref7]^

Induced-Fit Ligand Charge Optimization {#sec2.2}
--------------------------------------

In this extension of charge optimization theory, the unbound ligand is treated as a set of individual conformational candidates, one of which is selected by the optimization as a single unbound state conformation. In the current work, the receptor and complex are treated as rigid. Of these two simplifications, the former has no effect on ligand charge optimization, because the unbound receptor contribution to the binding free energy is a constant for all ligand charge distributions considered; multiconformational effects for the bound complex could be significant and will be treated in future work. Also considered in future work are ensemble treatments in which each state is represented as a Boltzmann distribution of conformations rather than a single conformation.

In this framework, the binding free energy can be deconstructed as the sum of two terms as shown in the blue row of the thermodynamic pathway shown in Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. In the first step, the unbound ligand changes conformation to the preconformed ligand structure (i.e., that adopted by the ligand in the bound complex); the free energy change for this step is termed the preconformation contribution Δ*G*~pre~. In the second step, the preconformed ligand and receptor dock rigidly to form the bound complex (as modeled in the rigid-ligand charge optimization problem above), and the free-energy change is termed the docking contribution Δ*G*~dock~. Thus, the total binding affinity is represented as the sum of two terms corresponding to the two processes:Each term is expressed as a summation of electrostatic and nonelectrostatic contributions.Here, the nonelectrostatic terms include covalent energy terms (bonds, angles, torsions, etc.), intramolecular and intermolecular van der Waals interactions, and nonpolar solvation interactions.

![The process of induced-fit binding of a ligand to its receptor. Binding is decomposed into the two steps of preconformation and docking. The ligand has two conformations, unbound (u) and preconformed (p), which can be the same. Calculation of the binding free energy is indicated schematically, using terms from eqs [20](#eq20){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [21](#eq21){ref-type="disp-formula"}. The blue row indicates solvated molecules and the upper row indicates calculations in uniform dielectric.](ct-2011-00931c_0001){#fig1}

In the preconformation step, the ligand is solvated in an aqueous environment alone and changes its conformation from the unbound (u) to the preconformed (p) structure. We stress that even for the preconformed structure, the ligand is free in solution. This is equivalent to a special case of eq [10](#eq10){ref-type="disp-formula"}, in which the receptor is not present. Therefore, the electrostatic contribution to the change in free energy (Δ*G*~pre~^es^) can be expressed as the sum of a solvent reaction field term (Δ*G*~pre~^solv^) and a Coulombic term (Δ*G*~pre~^coul^), given byThe nonelectrostatic contribution to the change in free energy iswhere *E*~*x*~^non-es^ denotes the nonelectrostatic contribution to the free energy for the ligand in a given conformation (*x*). In the docking step, the electrostatic binding free energy Δ*G*~dock~^es^ is given by eq [11](#eq11){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Therefore,andEquations [20](#eq20){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [21](#eq21){ref-type="disp-formula"} can be interpreted from the thermodynamic pathway of Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Δ*G*~pre~ is equal to the difference in free energy of the ligand in two conformations ("u" and "p"). In a given conformation *x*, the free energy of the ligand includes the cost of assembling the charge distribution **q**~L~ in a uniform low dielectric (**q**~L~^T^**L**~*x*~^coul^**q**~L~) and that of moving it to high-dielectric solvent (**q**~L~^T^**L**~*x*~^solv^**q**~L~), as well as the nonpolar contributions to the chemical potential (*E*~*x*~^non-es^).

In the original formulation of charge optimization theory, the binding reaction was treated as the rigid docking of preconformed ligand and receptor;^[@ref3]^ with no ligand conformational change (Δ*G*~pre~ = 0 for that case). Here, we remove that limitation and explore the consequences. Specifically, we permit the unbound ligand to adopt one conformation that may be the same or different from the bound (preconformed) ligand conformation. This treatment of ligand flexibility is reminiscent of the induced-fit model.

Charge optimization in the current framing requires optimizing the binding free energy with respect to the ligand charge distribution. In the formulation here, a set of candidate unbound ligand conformations is available, and optimization selects an unbound conformation and charge distribution for the ligand that optimizes binding free energy. One physical constraint that we explore in this study is that the conformation assigned as the ligand unbound state should correspond to the lowest energy conformation in the set of candidate conformations when evaluated with the optimized charge distribution. Said another way, the unbound structure is constrained to be the ground unbound state.

To carry out the desired optimization, we construct a variational binding free energy expression that includes all terms that depend on the ligand charge distribution, either explicitly or implicitly. All terms that depend on the unbound ligand conformation must be kept in the optimization, because they contribute to defining the unbound ligand ground-state energy. Here, those include all terms in Δ*G*~pre~ except *E*~p~^non-es^, and, for simplicity, we keep all terms of Δ*G*~pre~ in our optimization function. The receptor electrostatic desolvation penalty and the nonelectrostatic contribution to Δ*G*~dock~ are both independent of **q**~L~ and, therefore, have been removed to construct the optimization function Δ*G*~total~^′^, which can be written as

When the unbound ligand conformation is predefined, the optimization task involves the following:subject towhere *q*~L~^*k*^ denotes the *k*th element of **q**~L~ (i.e., the partial atomic charge for atom *k* of the ligand). The first constraint limits the magnitude of any single charge to *q*~max~ (generally 0.85 units of the electron charge magnitude), and the second fixes the total charge of the ligand at *q*~total~ (usually an integer).^[@ref7]^ If the unbound and bound ligand conformations are the same, this reduces to the original charge optimization approach;^[@ref7]^ if the two ligand conformations differ, this corresponds to the treatment of Gilson.^[@ref28]^

When, instead, the unbound ligand conformation is selected from a set of candidates, the optimization problem is somewhat different. The optimized ligand charge distribution **q**~L~^opt^ must be selected such that (1) Δ*G*~total~^′^ is minimized and (2) the chosen unbound ligand conformation has the lowest free energy of all conformations in the unbound set with **q**~L~^opt^ applied. The second requirement implements the physical constraint that the conformation claimed for the unbound state be the lowest free energy of those considered, which we show avoids the pathological results observed when rigid theory was applied directly to the nonrigid case.

Denoting the set of unbound candidates by *U* and indexing each member by *i*, we write the following mathematical programming problem:subject to

Note that *z* is not smooth in **q**~L~ (i.e., *z* has discontinuous derivatives), because of the function min(·). The lack of smoothness presents a fundamental challenge in solving the optimization problem and is highly undesirable in practice. Thus, we reformulate the problem into the following smooth one with the same optimum solution, using a standard transformation technique that replaces the explicit min function to define *z* with an implicit one,^[@ref32]^subject to

This formulation is general, in that it includes the special cases of rigid ligand (*U* containing only the preconformed, bound state)^[@ref7]^ and a two-state induced-fit ligand (*U* containing only an unbound state different than the preconformed, bound state).^[@ref28]^ The formulation is useful in that it can be extended to treat conformational ensembles representing population distributions rather than unique structures for individual states. Also, note that, although the presentation here is in terms of a basis of point charges, the theory is readily applicable to other bases.

3. Methods {#sec3}
==========

Test System {#sec3.1}
-----------

The crystal structure of HIV-1 protease alone was extracted from its bound complex with the inhibitor darunavir (PDB ID 1T3R)^[@ref33]^ and prepared as described by Altman et al.^[@ref29]^ with both catalytic residues (Asp 25) deprotonated. Three conserved water molecules were retained, including the so-called "flap water molecule" (residue IDs 1, 2, and 4; Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A). Hydrogen atoms were added to the complex with the HBUILD module^[@ref34]^ of the computer program package CHARMM.^[@ref35],[@ref36]^ The parameter set used was CHARMm22.^[@ref37]^

HIV protease was studied in complex with the inhibitor MIT-2-KB-98.^[@ref29]^ Parameters for MIT-2-KB-98 were assigned from the CHARMm22 set except for the partial atomic charges, which were derived here. Geometry optimization was performed using quantum mechanical calculations at the restricted Hartree--Fock (RHF) 3-21G level as implemented in the program GAUSSIAN 03.^[@ref38]^ Partial atomic charges were calculated for the new geometry by restrained electrostatic potential (RESP) fitting^[@ref39],[@ref40]^ to RHF/6-31G\* potentials. This charge set will be referred to as "nominal".

A set of 1000 unbound MIT-2-KB-98 conformations was computed from a 30° dihedral grid using dead-end elimination (DEE)^[@ref41]−[@ref44]^ and A\*^[@ref45]^ to select the 1000 lowest energy structures different from the preconformed design structure. This unbound conformer set covered the lowest 1.5 kcal/mol in free energy and over 92% of the Boltzmann distribution of all the enumerated states. The energy function used was the gas-phase energy with a dielectric constant equal to 4 and without nonbond cutoffs. These structures were indexed by rank in energy from 1 (lowest) to 1000 (highest), and, for convenience, the preconformed structure was given an index of 0.

Electrostatic Potentials {#sec3.2}
------------------------

Solvation potential matrices were computed with continuum electrostatic calculations implemented in a locally modified version of the program DelPhi.^[@ref46]−[@ref48]^ Calculations were performed for the preconformed ligand in the free state and complexed with the protein (**L**~p~^solv^ ≡ **L**~u,0~^solv^ and Δ**L**), as well as for each of the other 1000 members of the unbound conformer set alone (**L**~u,*i*~^solv^, ∀*i* = 1, \..., 1000).

Details of the calculations were as given in the work of Altman et al.^29^ Partial atomic charges for HIV-1 protease and atomic radii of both the protein and the ligand were obtained from the PARSE parameter set.^[@ref49]^ The dielectric constant was set to 4 for the molecular interior and 80 for the exterior, with the dielectric boundary represented by the molecular surface computed with a 1.4-Å probe. A 2.0-Å ion-excluding Stern layer surrounded all molecules,^[@ref50]^ and a bulk ionic strength of 0.145 M was employed. Linearized Poisson--Boltzmann (LPB) calculations were performed on a 129 × 129 × 129 grid with focusing boundary conditions (successively 23%, 92%, and 184% fill).^[@ref51]^ The final results were averaged from ten translations with respect to the grid.^[@ref2],[@ref47]^

The intramolecular Coulombic electrostatic potential matrices **L**~u,*i*~^coul^ were calculated directly from Coulomb's law; 1--2 and 1--3 interactions were excluded and 1--4 interactions were scaled by a factor of 0.50, which are consistent with the CHARMm22 treatment.

Non-Electrostatic Energies {#sec3.3}
--------------------------

CHARMM was used with the CHARMm22 parameter set to evaluate the nonelectrostatic energies *E*~u,*i*~^non-es^ for the 1001 members of the set of unbound candidates, including internal energy terms (bond, angle, dihedral, improper, and Urey--Bradley) and van der Waals (excluding the 1--2 and 1--3 interactions, and with special treatment of 1--4 interactions; without nonbonded smoothing or truncation). The nonpolar contribution to the hydration free energy was calculated as a surface-area-dependent term.^[@ref49]^

Charge Optimization {#sec3.4}
-------------------

The induced-fit ligand charge optimization problem formulated in eq [23](#eq23){ref-type="disp-formula"} is not guaranteed to be convex, which implies possible multiple local minima. In practice, there is no guarantee for a generic solver to determine the global minimum of a nonconvex optimization problem. In this study, we used multistart trajectories with a local minimizer. We chose CONOPT3^[@ref52],[@ref53]^ as the local minimizer for its numerical efficiency, as available through GAMS.^[@ref54]^ CONOPT3 is a nonlinear optimization solver based on generic reduced gradient algorithms.^[@ref55],[@ref56]^ For each problem, 100 starting ligand charge distributions were randomly generated by uniformly sampling in the feasible space (the intersection of a hypercube defined by \|*q*~L~^*k*^\| ⩽ *q*~max~, ∀*k* = 1, \..., *n*~atom~ and a hyperplane by ∑~*k*=1~^*n*~atom~^*q*~L~^*k*^ = *q*~total~). For this purpose, we adopted an algorithm decomposing the space into different types of simplexes and sampled within and across these simplexes uniformly.^[@ref57]^ The solution was chosen as that with the lowest value of the goal function from the multistart set.

4. Results {#sec4}
==========

Results are presented for induced-fit charge optimization on a previously designed ligand binding to the enzyme HIV-1 protease. The ligand, MIT-2-KB-98, has an (*R*)-(hydroxyethylamino)sulfonamide scaffold functionalized to make favorable interactions in substrate recognition subsites (see Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B).^[@ref33]^ It has a total of 13 rotatable torsion angles (neglecting the two methyl groups and the amide bond), which were varied to create the set of unbound ligand candidates (see the [Methods](#sec3){ref-type="other"} section). Two different but related schemes were used here. For each, a collection of 1001 different conformations of the ligand MIT-2-KB-98 was used to represent conformational candidates for the unbound ligand. The structure of the bound complex with the receptor HIV-1 protease was taken as the design structure from the study in which this ligand was designed, synthesized, and assayed.^[@ref29]^ Of the 1001 unbound ligand conformers, conformer number 0 corresponds exactly to the preconformed (bound) ligand structure, whereas conformations 1--1000 correspond to ordered low-energy rotameric variants of increasing energy with dihedral angles selected from a 30° grid, identified with the A\* algorithm. In one of the approaches, termed "single-conformer unbound state", each of the 1001 unbound ligand conformers was considered in turn to individually be the unbound state. With conformer 0 treated as the unbound state, this corresponded to rigid-ligand charge optimization.^[@ref3],[@ref5]^ With conformer 1--1000 as the unbound state, this corresponded to one form of induced-fit charge optimization.^[@ref28]^ In the second approach, termed "dominant-conformer unbound state", an additional constraint was placed on the ligand. Namely, the conformation selected as unbound state was required to be of the lowest free energy in the set of unbound structure candidates, consistent with physical principles. That is, the unbound state is the ground state of the candidate set. In the work presented here, the unbound candidate set was grown by progressively adding members to examine size effects. This second form of induced-fit optimization is the main contribution of the current work.

![(A) Designed inhibitor MIT-2-KB-98 (stick representation; green) in model complex with HIV-1 protease (cartoon representation; cyan), with the three retained water molecules (line representation). (B) Chemical structure of MIT-2-KB-98.](ct-2011-00931c_0002){#fig2}

To facilitate analysis of the results, the overall binding free energy Δ*G*~total~^′^ is considered as the sum of two processes: a preconformation step, in which the unbound ligand adopts the preconformed structure in the absence of the receptor (Δ*G*~pre~), and a docking step, in which preconformed ligand and receptor associate (Δ*G*~dock~^′^). The prime symbol indicates that receptor desolvation and nonelectrostatic contributions in the docking step, which are independent of ligand unbound conformation and ligand charge distribution, and, thus, are effectively constant, are neglected. Their values are 28.91 and −75.13 kcal/mol, respectively.

Single-Conformer Unbound State {#sec4.1}
------------------------------

Each member of the collection of 1001 ligand conformations was treated individually as the unbound state, and the rigid-ligand charge optimization approach was used directly to optimize for chemically reasonable partial atomic charge distributions, leading to the most favorable binding free energy. The nonconvex optimization problem was solved using 100 multiple starts with CONOPT3^[@ref52],[@ref53]^ with the constraint *q*~total~ = 0 (neutral ligand). All trajectories reached the same solution, which indicates a wide basin of attraction for Δ*G*~total~^′^, in terms of the ligand partial atomic charges.

Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A shows the computed optimal binding affinity Δ*G*~total~^′^ for each of the 1001 individual unbound ligand conformations (black symbols), as well as the preconformation (Δ*G*~pre~, blue symbols) and docking (Δ*G*~dock~^′^, red symbols) contributions. Dramatically different results were observed for rigid binding (structure index *i* = 0; the unbound and bound ligand conformation are identical) and nonrigid binding (structure index *i* ∈ {1, 2, \..., 1000}; the ligand changes conformation on binding). The binding affinity improved from roughly −20 kcal/mol for rigid binding to approximately −150 kcal/mol for nonrigid cases. Rigid binding involved no change in preconformational free energy (Δ*G*~pre~ = 0 kcal/mol) and a modestly favorable docking change (Δ*G*~dock~^′^ ≈ −20 kcal/mol); nonrigid binding involved a surprisingly favorable preconformational gain (Δ*G*~pre~ of roughly −300 to −200 kcal/mol) and an unusually large *unfavorable* docking change (Δ*G*~dock~^′^ of approximately +100 to +150 kcal/mol; see Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A). That is, rigid binding charge optimization resulted in optimized charges that were truly complementary to the binding site; flexible charge optimization resulted in charges that were not especially complementary to the binding site (because Δ*G*~dock~^′^ was substantially unfavorable) but that pathologically recovered a large free-energy benefit from changing the conformation from unbound to preconformed free in solution. Further analysis shows the favorable energetics result from a dramatically favorable Coulombic gain (Δ*G*~pre~^coul^ ≈ −500 kcal/mol) and a more moderate desolvation loss (Δ*G*~pre~^solv^ ≈ 200 kcal/mol; see Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A). This behavior parallels that seen by one of us in a previous study.^[@ref28]^ This situation presents a physical inconsistency. Although the calculation assumes a given ligand conformation as the unbound state, optimization produces a charge distribution for which another conformation, namely, the preconformed structure, is lower in free energy. That is, the assumed unbound conformation is not the ground unbound state, because, conceptually, the system has a choice of two conformations (p and u). We reasoned that elimination of this unphysical situation might lead to the charge optimization producing useful and meaningful results for flexible binding, which motivated the dominant-conformer unbound state method described in the next subsection.

![Contributions to Δ*G*~total~^′^ from three types of optimization: (A) the single-conformer unbound state method, (B) the dominant-conformer unbound state method, and (C) the dominant-conformer unbound state method, with the preconformed structure removed from the unbound candidate set. Filled symbols are used for *n*~*l*~ = 0, whereas open symbols are used for all other values. All three graphs are on the same scale.](ct-2011-00931c_0003){#fig3}

![Energetic and atomic-charge analysis of single-conformer studies: (A) contributions to Δ*G*~pre~, (B) contributions to Δ*G*~dock~^′^, (C) root-mean-square deviation (rmsd) between single-conformer optimum and rigid optimum partial atomic charge distributions, and (D) rmsd between single-conformer optimum and nominal charge distributions.](ct-2011-00931c_0004){#fig4}

Before presenting those results, we briefly comment on the mathematical source of the unphysical results. The ligand desolvation matrix (the Hessian of the electrostatic binding free energy) for induced-fit charge optimization is Δ**L** + **L**~p~^solv^ + **L**~p~^coul^ -- **L**~u~^solv^ -- **L**~u~^coul^ (eq [22](#eq22){ref-type="disp-formula"}), which is positive semidefinite for rigid binding (where **L**~p~^solv^ = **L**~u~^solv^ and **L**~p~^coul^ = **L**~u~^coul^ and thus only Δ**L** remains) but need not be for single-conformation unbound state flexible binding. Eigenvectors corresponding to negative eigenvalues present opportunities for improving ligand affinity without limit but are fixed by constraints placed on the ligand charge distribution. These directions produced outsized gains in Δ*G*~pre~ at the expense of Δ*G*~dock~^′^. Indeed, examination of optimized charges indicates that many terminated at the constraint and differed substantially from both the rigid optimum charge distribution and the nominal one (Figures [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}C and [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}D). Interestingly, the solvent-screened electrostatic contribution to Δ*G*~dock~^′^ was favorable (about −50 kcal/mol; blue symbols in Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B) but overpowered by the ligand desolvation penalty (∼100--150 kcal/mol; red symbols in Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B), which resulted in the unusual large unfavorable Δ*G*~dock~^′^.

These mathematical sources of unphysical behavior correspond to explanations in terms of chemical interaction energetics. Eigenanalysis revealed two mechanisms operating in tandem that were responsible for unphysical behavior. One mechanism was that atoms whose solvent exposure increased in going from the actual unbound to preconformed unbound state could improve electrostatic affinity by increasing charge magnitude on these atoms and gaining solvation interactions upon preconformation. The second was that atom pairs whose interatomic distance changed upon preconformation could gain affinity by accumulating like charge on atoms that became more distant (or opposite charge on atoms that became closer) upon preconformation.

Dominant-Conformer Unbound State {#sec4.2}
--------------------------------

We next enforced the notion that the unbound state, if represented as a single conformation, should be the ground state among conformations represented in the set of unbound candidates. The new procedure involved a different formulation in which the optimization simultaneously chose a ligand partial atomic charge distribution and a presumed unbound ligand conformation from a set of candidates. The choice was made self-consistently, such that the presumed unbound ligand conformer did have the lowest free energy in the set when computed with the optimum charge distribution, and the optimum charge distribution was selected to minimize the total binding free energy change for preconformation and docking summed. If multiple unbound conformers had the same unbound state free energy (to within 10^--4^ kcal/mol), they were considered equal contributors to the unbound state, each with the same Δ*G*~total~^′^. In a post-processing step, the energetic cost to Δ*G*~pre~ of using degenerate conformers for the unbound state was treated by adding an entropic penalty of *RT* ln Ω (Ω is the number of energetically equivalent conformers).

A series of individual optimizations was run using an unbound candidate set (*U*) of increasing size. With the preconformed ligand structure corresponding to index *i* = 0, the set was of the form *U* = {0, 1, \...,*n*~*l*~}. In successive runs, *n*~*l*~ was incremented from 0 to 1000. The continuous and smooth formulation of the optimization in eq [25](#eq25){ref-type="disp-formula"} was used.

Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B shows the overall energetic results. The computed optimal binding affinity Δ*G*~total~^′^ was approximately −20 kcal/mol and did not vary systematically with *n*~*l*~; this affinity was due to a zero preconformation energy Δ*G*~pre~ and dominated by Δ*G*~dock~^′^ (≈ −20 kcal/mol). These results are dramatically different from those obtained with the single-conformer unbound state method (see Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A). By contrast, the new results produce modest and consistent energetics. The new formulation incorporating the ground-state constraint both eliminated the large favorable Δ*G*~pre~ and maintained a favorable Δ*G*~dock~^′^. This latter point is consistent with intuition of electrostatic complementarity.

Further analysis of the results is presented in Figures [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. The preconformation free-energy change was zero, which suggests the preconformed structure was selected either as the only unbound ligand conformation or as one of several. The Coulombic, solvation, and nonelectrostatic contributions to the preconformation free energy were not always individually zero but summed to zero (different from the single-conformer case), which suggests degenerate unbound conformers were sometimes selected. The docking free-energy contribution was similar to that for the rigid case. The charge distribution was closer to the rigid optimum than to the nominal distribution, but it could be distinct from either. Thus, interestingly, much of the energetics of rigid binding was reproduced for this dominant-conformer case, although differences in energetics and charge distributions did result. The optimized ligand charge distribution **q**~flex,2~^opt^ (when *n*~*l*~ = 1000) is reported in Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}, along with that derived with a rigid ligand (**q**~rigid~^opt^) and the nominal charge distribution (**q**^nom^).

![Energetic and atomic-charge analysis of dominant-conformer studies: (A) contributions to Δ*G*~pre~, (B) contributions to Δ*G*~dock~^′^, (C) rmsd between dominant-conformer optimum and rigid optimum partial atomic charge distributions, and (D) rmsd between dominant-conformer optimum and nominal charge distributions.](ct-2011-00931c_0005){#fig5}

![(A) Indices of selected unbound conformations for incrementally increasing unbound conformer candidate set for the dominant-conformer studies. The boxed numbers are index numbers. (B--D) Some selected conformations of unbound MIT-2-KB-98 aligned to each other. (B) Conformer 44 (cyan) and its replacement conformer 953 (gray); conformer 0 (black sticks) was aligned to conformer 44 with all atoms. (C) Conformer 907 (cyan) and 953 (gray) coexisted with conformer 0 as selected unbound conformers. (D) Conformer 907 and its replacement conformer 996 only differed in the position of a hydrogen atom in the hydroxyl group attached to the benzene ring.](ct-2011-00931c_0006){#fig6}

###### Three Sets of Ligand Charge Distributions[a](#tbl1-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}

  atom   **q**^nom^   **q**~rigid~^opt^   **q**~flex,2~^opt^   atom   **q**^nom^   **q**~rigid~^opt^   **q**~flex,2~^opt^
  ------ ------------ ------------------- -------------------- ------ ------------ ------------------- --------------------
  C1     --0.032      0.813               0.850                H36    0.075        0.300               --0.071
  H2     0.049        --0.196             --0.120              H37    0.087        0.248               --0.095
  H3     0.065        --0.064             --0.001              H38    0.015        0.030               0.128
  C4     0.017        0.233               --0.847              H39    0.016        --0.305             --0.221
  H5     0.114        --0.210             0.043                H40    0.040        --0.096             --0.061
  C6     0.103        0.169               0.850                H41    0.076        --0.010             0.021
  H7     0.119        0.111               0.034                H42    0.066        --0.094             --0.106
  C8     --0.008      0.850               0.850                H43    0.051        0.012               --0.017
  H9     0.091        0.058               --0.006              C44    0.020        0.342               0.668
  H10    0.109        --0.093             --0.211              N45    --0.542      --0.168             --0.164
  N11    --0.335      --0.850             --0.850              C46    --0.182      --0.274             --0.525
  S12    0.528        --0.206             --0.508              C47    --0.070      0.255               0.360
  O13    --0.430      0.013               0.017                C48    0.154        0.135               0.120
  O14    --0.419      0.050               0.109                S49    --0.084      --0.392             --0.411
  N15    --0.242      --0.850             --0.850              C50    0.461        --0.066             --0.110
  C16    0.494        0.561               0.850                C51    --0.032      --0.084             --0.172
  O17    --0.545      --0.312             --0.306              C52    --0.279      --0.128             --0.123
  H18    0.156        0.292               0.375                H53    0.250        0.159               0.211
  C19    --0.118      0.070               --0.334              H54    0.199        --0.072             --0.070
  C20    --0.165      0.048               0.357                H55    0.157        0.031               0.032
  C21    --0.071      0.113               0.191                H56    0.181        0.169               0.177
  C22    0.281        --0.062             --0.188              C57    --0.022      --0.412             --0.850
  C23    --0.224      --0.045             --0.049              C58    --0.154      0.164               0.743
  O24    --0.607      0.176               0.193                C59    --0.152      --0.005             --0.408
  C25    --0.140      --0.713             --0.673              C60    --0.132      0.038               0.293
  H26    0.117        --0.043             --0.125              C61    --0.172      --0.031             --0.275
  H27    0.138        --0.001             --0.006              C62    --0.072      0.043               0.405
  H28    0.169        0.140               0.135                H63    0.118        --0.051             --0.097
  H29    0.434        0.015               0.018                H64    0.151        --0.014             0.017
  H30    0.166        0.277               0.274                H65    0.134        --0.156             --0.201
  C31    0.290        0.355               0.333                H66    0.132        --0.110             --0.052
  C32    --0.055      --0.850             0.497                H67    0.134        0.013               --0.101
  C33    --0.105      0.056               --0.338              O68    --0.655      --0.099             --0.105
  C34    --0.314      0.067               0.007                H69    0.404        0.428               0.372
  H35    --0.001      0.227               0.115                                                         

Units of *e*, the magnitude of the electron charge. **q**^nom^ is the nominal charge distribution, **q**~rigid~^opt^ is optimized using a rigid ligand, and **q**~flex,2~^opt^ is optimized using a flexible ligand treated with the dominant-state unbound conformer approach using all 1001 candidates.

Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}A indicates the indices of conformations selected as the unbound state for each optimization. The preconformed structure (index *i* = 0) was selected in every optimization, almost always with a small number (up to 2) of other conformations of equivalent free energy. As the size of the unbound candidate set was progressively increased, certain structures were selected until replaced by newer ones. After *n*~*l*~ reached 50, conformer 44 was always chosen, along with conformer 0, until replaced by conformer 953. Conformer 907 joined conformer 44 as one of the selected conformations until being replaced by conformer 996. Conformers 44 and 953 (which replaced conformer 44) only differ in the orientation of the hydroxylated benzene ring (see Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}B; upper right). In conformer 953, it was almost in the same plane as the neighboring scaffold atoms N15, C16, N17, and C4 (labeled). Conformer 907 resembled conformer 953, except for a small torsional angle difference for the benzene ring and in the position of the hydroxyl group hydrogen atom (Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}C). These two conformers were selected, together with conformer 0, until conformer 907 was replaced by conformer 996, which only differs in the position of the same hydroxyl hydrogen atom.

Thus, the dominant-conformer unbound state method removed the pathological behavior observed in the single-conformer method through elimination of the unphysical situation of the unbound conformer not being the ground state structure. Interestingly, this produced binding energetics extremely similar to rigid-binding charge optimization, and the preconformed ligand structure was consistently chosen as the unbound ground state, sometimes with one to two other degenerate structures. Indeed, an analysis of the Lagrange multipliers from the constrained optimization shows that even when degenerate conformers populated the unbound state, the cost for losing conformer 0 dominated the others substantially. The somewhat varying values for contributions to Δ*G*~pre~ are due to averaging different multiple members of the unbound ligand state for each optimization. Taken together, these results suggest that there is little or no affinity benefit to changing conformation upon binding, and that adoption of unbound structures corresponding to complementary geometry in the bound state is sufficient to produce optimal affinity. This suggestion is strengthened by similar results obtained when constraining the total ligand charge to other values (*q*~total~ ∈ {−1, +1}), as well as running similar jobs using a crystal structure^[@ref29]^ rather than the design structure as the bound state and updating structure 0 accordingly (data not shown).

As one final control, we reran the dominant-conformer method with the preconformed structure (index 0) removed from the unbound set, so *U* = {1, \..., *n*~*l*~}. This was done to isolate the role of the preconformed ligand structure in the unbound candidate set, because of the many methodological differences between the single-conformer and dominant-conformer methods. The overall results and detailed breakdown (Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C) were generally similar to the single-conformer case, with pathologically favorable affinity arising from unphysically favorable Δ*G*~pre~ values. These data imply that the preconformed ligand structure should always be considered as a candidate for the unbound conformation, because the alternative not only produces physically unrealistic results but also is physically untrue.

5. Discussion and Conclusion {#sec5}
============================

Here, we have extended charge optimization theory to treat potentially flexible ligands. One additional concept was used to ensure physically meaningful results---any conformational change from the unbound state to the preconformed bound conformation must be uphill in free energy (or at least neutral). If it were downhill, then the presumed unbound state would not correspond to the ground state. The addition of this constraint produces physically reasonable optima and eliminates pathologies that appear in its absence.

The flexible binding case was extended from previous work on rigid binding, in which electrostatics could be clearly separated from nonelectrostatic contributions to the binding free energy. The theoretical treatment of the flexible case developed here intimately links nonelectrostatic with electrostatic contributions in the preconformational free-energy contribution in eq [22](#eq22){ref-type="disp-formula"}. The conformational free-energy surface of the unbound ligand can, in principle, affect the optimization of the unbound conformation and its charge distribution. Note that the parameters for calculating nonelectrostatic contributions are assumed independent of ligand partial atomic charges in the treatment presented here. In practice, these parameters are often calibrated to be compatible with these charges in force-field development, and so may be somewhat interdependent. Moreover, to create a perturbed ligand with charge distribution closer to optimal, presumably one would need to alter covalent chemistry, which could further change molecular flexibility and the corresponding internal potential. Nevertheless, an understanding of the charge optimum, in the presence of the current covalent potential, could be quite valuable.

A feature of the problem formulation adopted here is that a set of candidate conformers (including the preconformed ligand structure) is presented as input to the optimization procedure. Optimization selects a conformer (or a few degenerate conformers) for the unbound state and an optimized charge distribution that together minimize the total binding free energy while satisfying all constraints. As the set of unbound conformer candidates is enlarged, the optimization is affected in two ways. The direct effect is that there are more candidates from which to select the unbound conformation. The indirect effect is that if a new conformation is not selected as the unbound ground state, its presence is an additional constraint that limits the charge space available to the eventual ground state, because, to be the ground state, it must be lower in unbound free energy than all other conformers considered. For example, if the previous ground state is chosen as the ground state again, with the optimal charges applied it has to be lower in free energy when unbound than all other conformers including the new conformer added. For the test case used here, the preconformed ligand structure was always selected as the (possibly degenerate) ground unbound state by the optimization, even when the number of candidates grew to 1001. For increasing numbers of candidates, the optimized charge distribution differed from the rigid optimum due to the indirect effect, which diminished the optimum binding affinity by over 0.5 kcal/mol for candidate sets with more than 20 members. For larger sets than those studied here, or for other cases, one imagines that a different conformation might be chosen for the ground unbound state, but this would be a result of needing to satisfy constraints rather than an adaptation to improve affinity.

For the cases studied here, permitting flexibility never improved optimal affinity beyond that achieved by rigid binding optimization, and, frequently, the induced-fit case incurred an affinity penalty, relative to the rigid case. One interpretation of these results is that induced-fit binding, which may have a special role in molecular recognition, may not be an optimization to enhance affinity. This interpretation is based on the theoretical framework developed here, which includes partial atomic charge distributions that remain fixed upon molecular conformational change. It is formally possible that conformational change is designed to create appropriate charge distribution changes that do improve affinity, and we cannot currently rule out this possibility. What we can say, however, is that conformational change upon binding does not appear to enhance affinity by improving the tradeoff between desolvation and interaction energetics, unless it also can somehow simultaneously lead to affinity-enhancing charge distribution changes.

These arguments can be generalized beyond the specific molecular example studied here by noting that induced-fit binding can be conceptualized as a preconformation step, followed by a docking step, as illustrated by the blue row of Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Constraining the selected unbound conformer to the ground unbound state means that the preconformation step has a free-energy change larger than or equal to zero, with a lower bound of zero. A lower bound on the docking step is the rigid-ligand electrostatic optimum, which is also a lower bound on Δ*G*~total~^′^. This lower bound will be an optimum solution for the induced-fit case unless it violates the ground-state constraint. Thus, the dominant-conformer optimum cannot have higher affinity than the rigid optimum, and any optimum producing an actual ligand conformational change upon binding will have affinity either equivalent to or weaker than the rigid optimization, and be a consequence of having to satisfy the ground-state constraint.

The practical implication for molecular design of high-affinity ligands is that the construction of ligands preconformed for binding and with rigid-ligand optimized partial atomic charges leads to highest affinity in the theory developed here. If the ligand does still change conformation on binding, in many cases, the rigid-ligand optimized partial atomic charges will still be excellent. For the cases studied here, the largest loss in electrostatic affinity from this strategy would be 4.00 kcal/mol (from 8.35 kcal/mol, which is calculated to be the optimal value), and the largest loss in total affinity would be 8.11 kcal/mol (from −66.78 kcal/mol as the optimal value).

The current work adds molecular flexibility to charge optimization theory but still treats each state as a single conformer. Molecular systems actually exist as Boltzmann-weighted distributions of conformations, and the current theory is being extended to treat such ensemble distributions, which could lead to new insights into the sources of conformational changes that accompany binding.
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